Premium Quality T8/T5 Fluorescent High Bay

General Information
The New High-bay is equipped with a 95% reflection vega-95 aluminum reflector which creates a high efficiency light source. By using a universal voltage electrical ballast, makes this ideal for commercial and industrial use. The premium design of this fixture makes the housing stronger and allows for better performance. Using fluorescent lamps cuts down the electricity consumption up to 70% compare to HID and gives a better light output and higher quality of light source.

Your partner in energy saving!

Specifications
- Dimension: -48.5 inch L*13.4 inch W*4.8 inch H(4 Lamp T8/T5)
- 48.5 inch L*18.4 inch W*4.8 inch H(6 Lamp T8/T5)
- Housing: All steel surface are painted with high gross baked with white enamal, applied over iron phosphate pre-treatment for maximum adhesion and rust resistance.
- Finish: Post-painted white housing
- Reflector: Vega-95 reflector
- Ballast: UL certify electronic ballast, class P.
  120-277 VOLT, 50/60 Hz, Instant start (For T8 Only), high output - Positive Stop: Anti-vibration locking
- Lamp Holder: All configuration have been tested to ensure reliable operation performance under the normal condition.
- Mounting: Design for surface, pendant, stem, Chain, hanging
- Height: 10FT-35FT mounting height.
- Energy Saving up to 70%
- Instant restrike

Benefit
- 95% Specular aluminum reflectors
- Steel hanging chain is included
- New design to make it easier for installation and maintenance
- Fluorescent lamp has a better light quality and lighter colorrendering than HID
- Save approximately 70% Compare to HID
- Easy ballast replacement
- Dump label standard

Application/Location
- Commercial
- School
- Restaurant
- Hotel/Motel

Fixture Option
- 4 lamp or 6 lamp T5 highbay
- 4 lamp or 6 lamp T8 highbay

Lamps
- 32W HO 4FT T8 Fluorescent lamp
- 54W HO 4FT T5 Fluorescent lamp

Warranty
- 5 years for ballast
- 2 years for fixture & lamp

Your Partner in Energy Saving!
Highbay Dimensional Data

Dim: 48.5" L X 4.8" H X 18.4" W

Model: HB-6/T5  HB6/T8

Electronic Ballast Dimensional Data

Dim: 48.5"L X 4.8"H X 13.4" W

Model: HB-4/T5  HB-4/T8  HB-4/T5PS  HB-6/T8PS  HB-4/T5 Lense

Electronic Ballast Specification
- Upon request

Reflector Specification
- Upon request